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System Dynamics
System dynamics is a methodology that seeks to build dynamical models of real world situations in a
structural way using cause and effect. The resulting behaviour can be understood in terms of model
structure, in particular the feedback that arises from causal loops. It was invented by Jay W. Forrester
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Based on elements of differential equation modelling
and engineering control theory it was originally applied to management problems. However it is now
used as a modelling tool in a wide range of systems: economic, physical, sociological, chemical,
biological and environmental.

Stella
Stella is one example of software that constructs dynamical models using the systems dynamics
notation. Models can be simulated and output generated in graphical and tabular form. Models can be
constructed in such a way that a person not familiar with the methodology can experiment and learn
from the model.
This guide uses Stella 10 but is easily adapted to Stella 9 or earlier versions. It used the Apple Mac
version, but is identical to the Windows version.
Note system dynamics is not about software but about modelling and thinking!
In this guide you will learn how to construct a model using constant, compounding and draining
processes.

Layers
The Stella software has four layers:
•

Interface layer – used for input control and output.

•

Map layer – used for displaying system dynamics diagrams when model algebra in not required.

•

Model layer – used for model construction. Where the stocks and flows are placed and their
algebra inserted.

•

Equation layer - corresponds to the differential or difference equations.

Stella opens at the Map layer.
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Building Blocks
Run (launch) Stella,
You should be in the Map layer. You should see a menu bar as in figure 1.
There are four basic building blocks in a system dynamics model:
Stocks

Flows

Converters

Connectors

They can be selected and placed in the workspace by
clicking the appropriate icon.
DO NOT DO ANYTHING YET
But take note of the four building blocks

Figure 1
Bank Account

Stocks - correspond to state variables, accumulations
e.g. population number, bank account.
Bank Account

Flows - correspond to rates of
change, e.g. number of
births per year, income,
spending.

Spending

Income

Converters - correspond to algebraic quantities, either variables derived
from others, or parameters, which are constant such as the number
of births per person per year, interest rate.

interest rate

Connectors - express the algebraic relationship between the above, and represent information links.
Interest
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Exercise 1 Constant Process
Model - Population With Immigration
The population of a village grows through immigration alone. Assume the immigration is constant.
Thus there is one variable, the population number, and one input the immigration rate.

Model Construction
•

Place a Stock on the workspace by clicking the icon then clicking in the
workspace. You can move it to any position.

•

Name it Population. It represents the population number.

•

Place a flow to the left of Population as follows:
click the flow icon
click without releasing to the left of Population
while holding the mouse drag until you reach Population (Population becomes shaded)
then release

•

Name it immigration.

Population

The situation should look like:
immigration

If your model looks too small/ big etc. It can be
re-sized by click and drag.
This is a systems dynamics model of a
population growing through immigration

The cloud represents an infinite
supply of people. It marks the
boundary of you model.

Algebraic Relationships/Parameter Values
To simulate the model Population needs an initial value and immigration needs a value (people per
year). This is defining the relationships. To do this you need to move from structure mode to
modelling mode:
•

Click the model tab
You are now in modelling mode.
Question marks should have appeared on the
Stock and the Flow, indicating they need relationships defining.

•

Initialise Population by double clicking on the population stock
Let’s say that the population starts with 100 people.

•

In the dialogue panel that comes up place 100 in place where it says
“Enter initial value here”. This is called the equation box
Click OK

•

Set the immigration flow by double clicking immigration.
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Let’s say 10 people a year migrate into the village
•

Place 10 in the equation box. Close the dialogue panel with the
arrow.

All the question marks have gone. You are almost ready to simulate.

Save you work.

Simulation
Before running the simulation you need a graph to display the result.
•

Click the graph icon

•

Drag the graph to an appropriate place away from the model and pin it in place by clicking its
pin

•

Set the variable on the graph by double clicking the graph, then:
Click on Population in “allowable” and click the >> symbol to move it to “selected”
Click OK.

To run the simulation go to the run menu and select: run specs
You should see a straight line graph, as the population grows by 10 each year, reaching 220 by time
12.
The graph axes have been set for you. Later you can choose these yourself.
1: Population
1:
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1:
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1
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1
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Sun, Nov 15, 2015

Untitled
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Change the Flow Rate
To change the immigration rate to 20 (for example), double click on immigration and make the
appropriate change. Then re-run the simulation. Population should have reached 340 by time 12.
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Untitled

Change the Run Time
So far the population has only been simulated for 12 units. To change this go to the run menu and
select run specs
Depending on your default settings for Stella the time access of your graph may have been labelled
time, or months or years. The last one is the one you want. This is the opportunity to change it.
Note that Stella uses Euler and Runge-Kutta methods for its numerical accumulation. Make the
changes:
•

Under Length of simulation:

Change To from 12 to 20. Thus the end time is increased
Change step length DT to 0.1. For accuracy

•

Under Integration method:

Select Runge-Kutta 4. For accuracy.

•

Under unit of time:

Select years.

•

Click OK and re-run. You will see the horizontal axis extended to 20 and relabelled to years.

Save your work.
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Exercise 2 Compounding/Exponential Process
Model - Births in a Population
A population grows through births alone. Assuming the family size is fixed, then the number born per
person per year is also fixed constant. Thus the actual number born that will flow into the population
is higher if the population is higher.
Thus births are proportional to the population and the number born per person per year.
You will now learn how to express a constant in systems dynamics and define relationships.
Population

Model Construction
Start with you immigration model:
•

Rename the flow immigration to births.

•

Place a converter on the diagram near births

•

Name the converter number born per
person per year

births

Number born per
person per year is
often called birth
?
rate, meaning the
per capita birth
number born per person per year
rate

Next you will need connectors to indicate that births
depend on Population and number born per person
per year.
•

Click the connector icon and click and hold on
the number born per person per year. Drag until
you reach births (becomes shaded) and let go.

•

Similarly draw a connector from Population to
births. You model should now be:

Population
?
births

?
number born per person per year

Algebraic Relationships & Numerical Values
There are now two question marks indicating relationships to be defined.
•

First the numeric relationship. Set the number born per person per year at 0.014. Why?
Say there are two people born to each female on average. Half the population are female and
they live for an average of 70 years. 2 X 0.5 /70 is about 0.014.

•

However births needs an algebraic relationship
births = number born per person per year X Population
Double click on births. There is no need to type the long names. Just select them from required
inputs. Thus the births box could read:
Population*number_born_per_person_per_year
or the other way around!. Click OK
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•
•

Keep the initial population at 100
In run specs change the end time To to 200.

Simulation
Now run the simulation and you should get the exponential curve:
1: Population
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Exponential Growth is called the
Compounding Process.
It is caused by a positive or reinforcing
feedback loop, as explained in debrief.
This structure will always give this
behaviour, regardless of application,
parameter values or initial value (apart The more of X the more inflow there is thus more is
from 0).
added to X etc.
The compounding behaviour follows A reinforcing loop! The compounding process. R is
for reinforcing.
from the positive feedback structure.

Of course this explanation assumes that inflow is proportional to X. The model structure alone is not
enough to examine the loop. Something must be known of the algebraic relationship.
In the population model the higher the population, the more people are born therefore the population
is higher still. See “Debrief” at the end of the class.
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Exercise 3 Draining/Negative Exponential Process
Close the last document and choose new from the file menu. Start a fresh model as outlined below:

Model - Deaths in a Population
Deaths, like births, are proportional to the population numbers. The more the population the more
deaths there are. Assuming there is reasonable age mix, then it can be assumed the same fraction of
people die each year.

Model Construction
This time click the flow onto the population and drag away. The flow is a flow out of the population.
Population

The cloud represents
an infinite “drain”
where all the dead
people go!

deaths

death fraction

Algebraic Relationships & Numerical Values
•

Set the death fraction to 0.014 ( i.e. 1/70)

•

Set deaths to death_fraction*Population

•

Set Population to 100.

•

Place a new graph on the workspace, pin it down and set the variable to Population.

•

Set the end time in run specs to 70, select Runge-Kutta 4 and years as the units.

Simulation
Run the simulation and note the decline
This graph can be improved by setting
the scale yourself:

1: Population
1:

105
1

1
1:

70
1

•

Double click the graph, select
Population under “selectable” and
click the symbol to the side.

1

1:

35

0.00

17.50
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•

You will now see min and max highlighted.
Place 0 and 100 in these respectively and click Set then OK.

35.00
Time

52.50

70.00

Untitled

Run the simulation again. The vertical axis should be down to zero.
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Exponential Decay
Draining Process.

is

called

the

It is caused by a negative balancing
feedback loop.

B

+
?

This structure will always give this
ouflow
–
behaviour, regardless of application,
X
parameter values or initial value (apart
The less of X the less outflow there is thus the less
from 0).

subtracted from X. A balancing loop! B for
The draining behaviour follows from balancing.

the negative feedback structure.

The draining process, that drains to zero.

Note that a flow out of a stock counts as a negative link as an increase in outflow gives a faster
decrease in the stock.
Question:
After 100 years the population is still there in significant numbers. Why is this? If the people in the
population live an average of 70 years, most should be dead after 100! What is wrong with the model?
In the case of the population it was assumed the ages of the population in the stock were well mixed.
Stocks cannot distinguish individuals, they only model the average. If there other processes adding
people to the stock so that the average age remains very much the same the draining process works
well as a model of deaths. However if there are no such additions, as above, then the population gets
older, thus the death rate increases and is no longer constant.
You will not often need a population model where deaths dominate so the issue is not serious. A more
appropriate model s for deaths only will be looked at in another guide.
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Exercise 4 Births and Deaths
Construct a population model which has both births and deaths on the same population, along the
lines of the ones in the previous exercises.
Experiment with values of the birth rate that is equal to, higher than or lower than the death rate.
Check on the graph that your results make sense.
Your model may look like:

If the number born per year is greater than the death rate there is exponential growth, the reinforcing
loop “dominates” the balancing loop. If it is less than the death fraction then there will be exponential
decline, the balancing loop dominates. If they are equal the population does not change, the two loops
have equal effect..
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Debrief on Feedback (Causal) Loops
In any model it is possible to identify “what causes what”. Knowledge of this helps understand the
behaviour.
Conditions give rise to Actions

If the conditions change one way then the actions either change the same way or the opposite way
Same way link

Opposite way link

Some actions affect back on the conditions.
This gives rise to a Feedback Loop also known as a Causal Loop

There are two types of feedback loops
•
Reinforcing loops
•
Balancing loops
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Reinforcing Loops / Positive Feedback
The net effect of A after its changes have gone around the loop is to further change itself in the same direction

Simplest Reinforcing Loop

The compounding process (exponential
growth) is a simple reinforcing loop

Other Reinforcing Loops

Balancing Loops / Negative Feedback
The net effect of A after its changes have gone around the loop is to change itself in the opposite direction.

Simplest Balancing Loop

The draining process (exponential
decay) is a simple balancing loop

Other Balancing Loops
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System Dynamics versus Causal Loop Diagrams
A system dynamics model is a quantitative model that describes how one or more variables change, or
accumulate, over time. The elements are stocks, flows, converters, and connectors. For example:

Note there is a clear distinction between the stock, which accumulates, and the flow, which measures
instantaneous change. Likewise converters change instantaneously with their cause. A stock does not
change instantaneously, instead its cause accumulates material into the stock, i.e. they add to, or
subtract from, the stock. Thus there is a passage of time in the change of the stock.
A dynamical model must have at least one link where the present is linked to the future, i.e. there is a
time delay, otherwise it does not model change. In a system dynamics model this is the flow. Thus
every system dynamics model must have at least one stock, with at least one flow.
Thus in the model above the flow changes the same way as its cause, the stock, instantaneously,
whereas changes in the flow add to the stock. There is a passage of time, a delay, as the stock
remembers what it contains and any changes are in addition to that past history.
The loop represents feedback where the future value of the stock is determined by is past value. This
is a feedback loop.
A causal loop diagram is more a way of thinking, a qualitative model, rather than a quantitative one.
Consider:

In this causal loop diagram (CLD) there is no indication as to which of A or B are stocks, although of
course at least one of them must be if it is to become a dynamic model. The loop expresses feedback,
but at this level of detail is also called a causal loop, as both links represent cause and effect.
Often in a CLD there are elements missing, sometimes flows, and perhaps some minor processes. In
the above B could be a stock and A its flow, in which case the plus on the arrow into B is “add to”,
whereas the other one is “same way”.
However both A and B could represent stocks with flows supressed, both could have draining
processes not given in the diagram, in which case the net effect of both causal links is “same way” but
only after a period of time: “same way eventually”.
With these provisos feedback loops, and causal loops are synonymous.
The interpretation of feedback loops can be subtle and you will need to revisit these ideas again and
again with each model.
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